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The method of construction of moving spike type solutions of nonlinear singu-
larly perturbed parabolic equations of any order asymptotic expansion is presented.
Physically, this problem may be interpreted as a model for a one-dimensional
nonstationary reaction]diffusion system. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematical problems concerning reaction]diffusion problems are of
increasing interest because of many applications of practical importance
 w x .see, for example, 6 and references therein . Some important cases when
the reaction term is dominated can be described by nonlinear singularly
perturbed parabolic equations. Physically, this problem may be interpreted
as a model for nonstationary reaction]diffusion systems in chemical kinet-
ics, synergetics, astrophysics, biology, et al.. The solutions of these prob-
lems often feature a narrow boundary layer region of rapid change, as well
w xas internal layers of different structures 6, 1 .
The recent work can be considered as a generalization of the works
w x2, 9 to new classes of problems. We present the asymptotic method of
constructing of the solutions which is a development of the boundary layer
w xfunction method 4, 5, 11, 12 . Internal layers of spike type are considered.
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N. N. NEFEDOV2
In what follows we consider the scalar singularly perturbed differential
problem
­ 2 u ­ u
2« y s f u , x , t , « in Q s 0 - x - 1 = y` - t - ` , .  .  .T2 /­ t­ x
1.1 .u 0, t , « s g t , u 1, t , « s g t , .  .  .  .0 1
assuming
 .I Functions f , g , g are sufficiently smooth T-periodic functions of t0 1
in the domain of interest.
 .We are looking for T-periodic solutions of 1.1 , assuming
u x , t , « s u x , t q T , « . 1.2 .  .  .
 .  .In Section 2, an asymptotic treatment of spike type solutions of 1.1 , 1.2
is presented. As an example the generalized Fisher equation is considered
in Section 3. In connection with applications we have to note that stability
questions are not resolved for the considered problem and it remains to
establish relevance of the constructed solution to applications.
2. ALGORITHM FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
THE ASYMPTOTICS
Rigorous asymptotic treatment of this type of solution for second-order
w x w xODEs was developed in 13 in the autonomous case and in 2 in the
nonautonomous case. The two-dimensional case for elliptic problems has
w xbeen treated in 9 .
 .  .We construct the asymptotics of the solution of 1.1 , 1.2 , which is close
 .to some solution of the degenerate reduced equation
f u , x , t , 0 s 0 2.1 .  .
in Q , except in a small neighborhood of some T-periodic smooth curve CT
in which a spike solution originates. The location of the curve C is
unknown beforehand and is found in the process of constructing the
asymptotics. To this end, we assume that the curve C can be defined by
the equation
x s h t , « s h t q « h t q ??? , 2.2 .  .  .  .0 1
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 .  .where h t i s 0, 1, . . . are smooth T-periodic functions. To define thei
curve C, we also impose the additional condition that, for every fixed t, the
 .  .solution u x, t, « has an extremum at x s h t, « ; therefore,
­ u
h t , « , t , « s 0. 2.3 .  . .
­ x
We look for the asymptotic expansion of a spike type solution in the
form
1u x , t , « s u x , t , « q p t , t , « q p t , t , « q Q j , t , « .  .  .  .  .1
`
i 1s « u x , t q p t , t q p t , t q Q j , t , 2.4 .  .  .  .  . . i i i 1 i
is0
1 .  .  .where u x, « is a regular part of the asymptotics, p t , t, « and p t , t, «1
are boundary layer functions in the neighborhood of t s 0 and t s 1,
 .respectively, and Q j , t, « is a spike type function; the stretched variables
 .   ..are t s xr« , t s x y 1 r« , and j s x y h t, « r« .1
Suppose that the following conditions are fulfilled:
 .  .  .A The degenerate equation 2.1 has two solutions u s w x, t and1
 .  .  .u s w x, t , and, for definiteness, suppose w x, t - w x, t in Q .0 0 T
 .A The inequalities2
f w x , t , x , t , 0 [ f x , t ) 0, .  . .u u
f w x , t , x , t , 0 - 0 in Q . .u 0 T
are satisfied.
 .  .A There exists a function c x, t such that3
 .c x , t
f u , x , t , 0 du s 0 in Q . .H T
 .w x , t
 .  .In order to find the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion 2.2 , 2.4 we
 .  .  .  .  .substitute 2.2 , 2.4 into 1.1 , 1.2 , 2.3 and represent the right-hand
 .  .side of 1.1 in a form which is similar to 2.4 . By equating expressions
with the same power of « separately for unstretched and for the same
.stretched variables , we obtain equations to determine the unknown coeffi-
cients of the asymptotic expansion. In particular, under our conditions,
 .  .  .u x, t is determined by the degenerate equation 2.1 and u x, t s0 0
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 .  .w x, t , whereas p t , t is determined by the boundary value problem0
­ 2p 0 s f w 0, t q p t , t , 0, t , 0 , t ) 0, .  . .02­t 2.5 .
p 0, t s g t y w 0, t . .  .  .0 0
1 .An analogous problem is obtained for p t , t . Concerning solvability0 1
 . 1 . of 2.5 and the problem for p t , t we assume for definiteness with0 1
 .  . .w i, 0 F g t , i s 0, 1 thati
s
 .  .   .  . xA f u, i, t, 0 du ) 0 for all s g w i, t , g t , i s 0, 1.H4 i
 .w i , t
 . 1Assumption A guarantees that the initial conditions for p and p are4 0 0
 .in the domain of attraction of the steady-state solution u s w 0, t . The
 .  .problem 2.5 is an autonomous second-order equation t is a parameter
 w x.and can be investigated by using phase plane arguments see also 7 .
 .  .  .From this consideration it follows that under assumptions A , A , A1 2 4
 .  .problem 2.5 has a unique monotonic in t solution which satisfies the
exponential estimate
p t , t F c exp ykt for all t , 2.6 .  .  .0
where c and k are some positive constants. The boundary layer function
1 .  .p t , t has an estimate similar to 2.6 ,0 1
1p t , t F c exp kt for all t . .  .0 1 1
 .The zeroth-order spike term Q j , t satisfies the boundary value problem0
­ 2 Q0 s f w t q Q , h t , t , 0 , y` - j - `, 2.7 .  .  . .0 0 02­j
­ Q0
0, t s 0, Q "`, t s 0, 2.8 .  .  .0­j
 .   . .where w t s w h t , t .0 0
 .  .The first condition in 2.8 follows from 2.3 and the second one follows
from the requirement that the Q -function be a spike layer function of the0
 .stretched variable j . It follows from A that for every t the rest point2
 .  .Q s 0 of 2.7 is a saddle point and it follows from A that the0 3
separatrix makes a loop. The upper and lower parts of the separatrix are
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respectively described by
1r2­ Q  .w t qQ0 0 0s " f u , h t , t , 0 du . 2.9 .  . .H 0­j  .w t0
 .The solution of Eq. 2.9 with the ``q'' sign on right-hand side and the
 .   . .  .  .initial condition Q 0, t s c h t , t y w t and the solution of Eq. 2.90 0 0
with the ``y'' sign on the right-hand side and the same initial condition
 .  .form the nontrivial solution of the problem 2.7 , 2.18 which satisfies the
estimate
< <Q j , t F c exp yk j for all t , .  .0
where c and k are other positive constants. We note that the function
 .h t is still unknown and the equation for it will be obtained at the next0
step of the asymptotic construction.
For higher-order regular terms, we get
y1u x , t s yf x , t f x , t .  .  .1 u «
and
y1u x , t s yf x , t f x , t , k G 2, .  .  .k u k
 .  .  .where f x, t is a known function, which depends on u x, t , . . . , u x, tk 1 ky1
in these relations the bar means that functions are evaluated at the point
  . ..  .w x, t , x, t, 0 . For higher-order boundary layer functions p t , t , wei
obtain linear problems of the form
­ 2p i s f w 0, t q p , 0, t , 0 q f t , t , t ) 0, .  . .u 0 i2 2.10 .­t
p 0, t s yu 0, t , p `, t s 0, .  .  .i i i
 .where the f t , t are completely determined by the preceding terms in thei
 .expansion for the boundary layer correction. The solution of 2.10 has the
form
p t , t s yu 0, t f t , t rf 0, t .  .  .  .i i
t `
y2y f t , t f p , t f s , t f s , t ds dp, 2.11 .  .  .  .  .H H i
0 p
 .   .where f t , t s ­p r­t note that f t , t / 0 because we have chosen a0
 ..  .monotonic solution of problem 2.5 . Here f t , t has the form1
­w
f t , t s f t , t 0, t q f t , t t q f t , t u 0, t q f t , t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 u x u 1 «­ x
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 .  .  .   .where f t , t , f t , t , and f t , t are evaluated at the point w 0, t qu x «
 . .  .  .p t , t , 0, t, 0 . From the estimate 2.6 it follows that f t , t decays0 1
 .  .exponentially to zero as t ª `. By using 2.11 we can show that p t , t is1
 .exponentially decaying. By induction, we can then show that all p t , t arei
exponentially decaying; that is,
p t , t F c exp ykt for all t , .  .i
1 .where c and k are positive constants. The functions p t , t have ai 1
similar estimate
1p t , t F c exp kt for all t . .  .i
For higher-order spike layer terms we will obtain linear problems. For
 .Q j , t we get1
­ 2 Q1 s f j , t Q q f j , t , y` - j - `, 2.12 .  .  .u 1 12­j
­ Q ­w1
0, t s y h t , t , Q "`, t s 0, 2.13 .  .  .  . .0 1­j ­ x
where
­w
f j , t s f j , t h t , t q f j , t h t q j .  .  .  .  . .  .1 u 0 x 1­ x
­ Q0 Xq f j , t u h t , t q f j , t y h t 2.14 .  .  .  .  . .u 1 0 « 0­j
  .  .  .partial derivatives f j , t , f j , t , and f j , t are evaluated at the pointu x «
   . .  .  . ..w h t , t q Q j , t , h t , t, 0 . The homogeneous problem corre-0 0 0
 .  . .sponding to 2.12 has the nontrivial solution ­ Q r­j j , t . It can be0
easily checked that ­ Q r­j is an eigenfunction corresponding to the0
 .zeroth eigenvalue which is simple. Therefore Eq. 2.12 is solvable if and
 .  . .only if the function f j , t is orthogonal to ­ Q r­j j , t . The solvabil-1 0
ity condition has the form
` ­ Q0
f j , t j , t dj s 0. 2.15 .  .  .H 1 ­jy`
 .  .  .By using the expression 2.14 for f j , t and the fact that Q j , t is an1 0
 . .even function of j , ­ Q r­j j , t is an odd function of j , and integrating0
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2­ Q ­ Q ­ Q0 0 0
f j , t j dj s j dj s d j .H H Hu 3 2 /­j ­j ­jy` y` y`
`
2
`­ Q ­ Q0 0s y dj s y d s 0.H H2  /­j­jy` y`
 .We can get from 2.15 the solvability condition
2
` `­ Q ­ Q0 0Xh t dj y f j , t j dj s 0. 2.16 .  .  .H H0 x /­j ­jy` y`
Now we assume
 .  .  .A Equation 2.16 has a unique T-periodic smooth solution h t5 0
 .satisfying 0 - h t - 1 for all t.0
 .Then the problem 2.2 has a solution which can be written
j j
Q s yq j , t q s, t f s, t ds q q j , t q s, t f s, t ds .  .  .  .  .  .H H1 1 2 1 2 1 1
0 y`
­ Q0q g t j , t , 2.17 .  .  .
­j
where q and q are a fundamental system of solutions of the homoge-1 2
 .neous equation corresponding to 2.12 ,
t­ Q ds0
q j , t s j , t , q j , t s q j , t , .  .  .  .H1 2 1 2­j q s, t .y1 1
while
­w
g t s y h t , t q a t f c h t , t , h t , t , 0 .  .  .  .  . .  . .0 0 0 /­ x
and
­ q 02
a t s 0, t q s, t f s, t ds. .  .  .  .H 1 1­t y`
 .  .From the representation 2.17 it follows that Q j , t satisfies the expo-1
nential estimate
< <Q j , t F c exp yk j for all t , .  .1
 .where c and k are positive constants. We note that Q j , t depends on an1
 .unknown function h t which can be obtained at the next step. The key1
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step to construct a higher order spike layer function is the following
Ä  .construction. We introduce the function Q j , t, x as a spike type solu-0
 .  .tion of the problem 2.7 , 2.18 , where the function f is considered for all
 .x in a small neighborhood of the curve x s h t ; i.e.,0
2 Ä­ Q0 Äs f w h t q x q Q , h t q x , t , 0 , y` - j - `, .  . . .0 0 02­j
Ä­ Q0 Ä0, t s 0, Q "`, t s 0. .  .0­j
 .By using this function and also considering the left-hand side of 2.16 for
all x in this neighborhood, we can introduce the function
2Ä` ­ Q0XG x , t s h t dj .  .H0  /­jy`
Ä` ­ Q0Äy f w h t q x q Q , h t q x , t , 0 j dj . .  . . .H x 0 0 0 ­jy`
 .  .It follows from 2.16 that G 0, t s 0.
We also need the assumption that
 .  .A G 0, t - 0 for all t.6 x
 .By continuing our procedure, we can show that all Q j , t are solutions ofi
the problems
­ 2 Qi s f j , t Q q f j , t , y` - j - `, .  .u i i2­j
­ Qi
0, t s g 0, t , Q "`, t s 0, .  .  .i i­j
 .  .where for each step f j , t and g 0, t are known functions. By using thei i
solvability condition and some tedious calculations, we can show that all
 .  .h t i G 1 are solutions of the problemsi
2
` ­ Q0Xh t dj y h t G 0, t s f t , 2.18 .  .  .  .  .Hi i x i /­jy`
 .where the f t are known at each step as T-periodic functions.i
 .  .It follows from assumption A that problem 2.18 has a unique6
T-periodic solution; moreover, it can be written in an explicit form. If we
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 .  .choose h t satisfying 2.18 then by induction we can show that alli
 .Q j , t decay exponentially; that is, they satisfy an estimate of exponentiali
 .type. Proceeding as follows we can construct U x, t, « , which is then
 .truncated sum of the asymptotic expansion 2.4 , where j is substituted by
 nq1 i  ..x y  « h t r« . By this asymptotic construction, we get the follow-is0 i
ing result.
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Assume the hypotheses A ] A to be ¨alid. Then there1 6
 .  .exists a sufficiently small « such that for 0 - « F « , problem 1.1 , 1.20 0
 .has a formal spike type asymptotic solution u x, t, « satisfyingn
­ 2U ­Un n2 nq1« y y f U , x , t , « s O « in Q .  .n T2 /­ t­ x
U 0, t , « s g t , U 1, t , « s g t , .  .  .  .n 0 n 1
U x , t , « s U x , t q T , « , .  .n n
nq1­Un nh t , t , « s O « . .  . i /­ x is0
 .In what follows we define x s h* t as a T-periodic curve in a small
neighborhood of the sum constructed. By using a similar asymptotic
y .  q ..approach, we can construct u x, t, « u x, t, « as an asymptoticn n
 .expansion on the left side right side of our strip with a Neumann
 .boundary layer near x s h* t . For now, we assume in addition that
 . y .  q ..A U x, t, « U x, t, « is an asymptotic expansion of the prob-7 n n
 .  .  .  . .lem 1.1 , 1.2 with the additional condition that ­ ur­ x h* t , t, « s 0 in
 .   . .the strip 0 - x - h* t h* t - x - 1 .
 .  .Remark 2.1. We expect that under conditions A ] A assumption1 6
 . w xA can be justified by almost the same arguments as in 10 .7
w xApplying the approach which was proposed in 9 , we get the following
result.
 .  .THEOREM 2.2. Assume the hypotheses A ] A to be ¨alid. Then there1 7
 .  .exists a sufficiently small « such that for 0 - « F « the problem 1.1 , 1.20 0
 .has a spike type solution u x, t, « satisfying
nq1max u x , t , « y U x , t , « s O « . .  .  .n
QT
Proof. Define D*y and D*q to be domains separated by the curve
 .  .  . n  . U  .. U  .x s h* t, « s h t q « h t q ??? q« h t q h t , where h t is a0 1 n n n
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y . q .smooth T-periodic function. The solutions u x, t, « and u x, t, « can
be obtained in the form
uy x , t , « s Uy x , t , « q O « nq2 , .  .  .nq1
uq x , t , « s Uq x , t , « q O « nq2 . .  .  .nq1
It follows from the boundary conditions that
uXy h*, t , « s uXq h*, t , « . .  .x x
 . Xq . Xy .For D h*, t, « s u h*, t, « y u h*, t, « we havex x
y1
D h*, t , « s f c h t , t , 0 , h t , t , 0 .  .  . . 0 0
2
` ­ Q0X nq1? h t G 0, t y h * t dj q f t q O « « , .  .  .  .  .Hi x n n /­jy`
 .  .  .where G 0, t and f t are functions defined in 2.18 .x n
U  .  .If we choose h t s d , then it follows from A that the term inn 6
square brackets is less than zero for sufficiently small « . If we choose
U  .  .h t s yd then from A we get that the term in square brackets isn 6
greater than zero. Consequently it follows from the well-known differential
w x U  .inequalities theorems 3, 8 there exists function h t such that the termn
  . .in the square brackets is equal to zero and, consequently, D h* t , t, « s 0.
y .It follows then from the smoothness conditions, that u x, t, « and
q .  .  .  .u x, t, « form a solution u x, t, « of the problem 1.1 , 1.2 . The
estimate in Theorem 2.2 is valid because when using the approximate
 nq1 i  ..   ..j s x y  « h t r« , instead of the exact j s x y h* t, « r« weis0 i
change U on the value of order of « nq1.n
3. GENERALIZED FISHER'S EQUATION
 .We consider the special case of system 1.1 ,
­ 2 u ­ u
2« y s u a x , t y u . .2 /­ t­ x
in Q s 0 - x - 1 = y` - t - ` , 3.1 .  .  .T
u 0, t , « s u 1, t , « s 0, u x , t , « s u x , t q T , « , .  .  .  .
 .which is known as a generalized Fisher's equation, assuming that a x, t ) 0
 .  .is a smooth T-periodic function of t. Here w x, t s 0, c x, t s
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 .  . 1 .  .  .3r2 a x, t , and p t , t s p t , t s 0, so problem 2.7 , 2.18 has the1
form
­ 2 Q0 s Q a t y Q , y` - j - `, 3.2 .  . .0 0 02­j
­ Q0 s 0, Q "`, t s 0, 3.3 .  .0­j
 .   . . where a t s a h t , t . It has the nontrivial solution the zeroth order0 0
 ..spike term Q j , t0
21r2 1r2Q j , t s 6a t exp a t j r 1 q exp a t j . 3.4 .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0
 .  .Equation 2.16 for h t can be written as0
2
` ` ­ Q02Xh t s a h t , t Q j , t dj 2 dj. 3.5 .  .  .  . .  .H H0 x 0 0  /­jy` y`
 .  .Using 3.4 , after some tedious calculations, we can rewrite 3.5 as
hX t s 5r2 ln a h t , t . 3.6 .  .  .  . .x0 0
 .   .2 . For the case when a x, t s exp y x y sin t assuming that y2 -
.  .x - 2 Eq. 3.6 becomes linear,
hX t s 5 h t y sin t , .  . .0 0
and has the periodic solution
h t s 25r24 sin t q 5r24 cos t . .0
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